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Experiment Results

Conclusion
• System improved and noise in data reduced when moving to helical system.
• Inlet velocities matched when shifting He II data to the maximum filling height before 

vacuum pumping.
• Minimal difference between He I and He II propagation front arrival time with new 

analysis method.
• Tube wall temperature above liquid level plays a role in  determining front propagation. 

Previous proposed model is incomplete. 
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Introduction
Particle accelerator systems are cryogenic systems are composed of multiple 

segments called cryomodules which contain SRF niobium cavities, liquid baths of He 
II, sensors and other machinery. Cryomodules contain two vacuum spaces. The first 
vacuum space is the insulation space for the He II bath which immerses the niobium 
cavity. The second vacuum space is in the center niobium beam tube where the 
accelerated particles travel. The second vacuum space is an interconnected void 
between all cryomodules of the system. If there is a sudden rupture of this second 
vacuum space then there is potential that the entire system could become affected. 

Previous research at the National High Magnetic Field Lab attempted to 
quantify and model the propagation of the gas front in the beam tube in the event of 
a catastrophic loss of vacuum [1-3]. To simulate the air propagation in the system, a 
pipe was immersed in liquid helium (LHe) and nitrogen was allowed to rush in. The 
propagation in the cryogenic system is order of magnitudes slower than at room 
temperature due to the air freezing to the tube walls. Illustration of a vacuum break in 
a tube system is illustrated in figure 1 below. 

Abstract
The experiments in this study were designed to simulate the sudden vacuum 

break in the beam-line pipe of a liquid helium cooled superconducting particle 
accelerator. This paper expands previous research conducted at the National High 
Magnetic Field Laboratory and evaluates the differences between normal helium (He 
I) and superfluid helium (He II). For the experiments, a strait pipe and was evacuated 
and immersed in liquid helium at 4.2 K and below 2.17 K. 

Preliminary results suggested that the speed of the gas front through the 
experiment decreased exponentially along the tube for both normal liquid helium and 
super-fluid helium. The system was modified to a helical pipe system to increase 
propagation length. Testing and analysis on these two systems revealed there was 
minor difference between He I and He II front propagation despite the difference 
between the two distinct helium phases heat transfer mechanisms: convection vs 
thermal counterflow. Furthermore, the results indicated that the temperature of the 
tube wall above the LHe bath also plays a significant role in the initial front 
propagation. More systematic measurements are planned in with the helical tube 
system to further verify the results.
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Figure 1. Air propagation following a vacuum tube in a tube surrounded by liquid helium.
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Figure 2. Strait vacuum tube system diagram. Figure 3. Helical vacuum tube system diagram. 

Strait tube system Helical tube system
Pipe length (m) 1.5 5.75

Pipe inner diameter (mm) 32.1 25.4

Wall thickness (mm) 3 1.25

Coil diameter (mm) - 229

Coil pitch (mm) - 51

Number of temperature sensors 8 8

Distance between sensors (mm) 127 (254) 719

Nitrogen reservoir tank (L) 86 757

Equipment and instrumentation
• 8 Epoxy encapsulated Lakeshore Cernox diodes

• 4 DT9824 ISO-Channel Data Acquisition Boxes (4800 Hz)

• Edwards D145 cold cathode gague (range 10-3 to 10-7 torr)

• MKS Batatron 626 (1000 Torr gauge)

• Venturi tube to choke flow providing constant mass flow

Figure 7. Strait tube temperature sensor data 
showing noise level in He II.

Figure 6. Helical tube internal assembly.Figure 5. Epoxy encapsulated surface mounted sensor 
mounted with idium foil N-grease and G-varnish. [3]

Figure 8. Helical tube temperature sensor data 
showing reduced noise level noise level in He II.

Figure 10. Rise time vs position graph of Helical 
tube setup for both He I and He II. Data of He II 
shifted based on maximum fill height before 
vacuum pumping.

Figure 9. Rise time vs position graph of Helical 
tube setup for both He I and He II analyzed based 
on actual liquid present in the system. 


